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Encourage women to smell their poop to be more
inclusive to Trans women
Some women have a hole where their penis used to be, and that hole often shares microbiome with
the colon—creating a distinct transitioning odor.

Created by Jamey Braunstein

In solidarity with Trans women, this month you can make a difference by putting your olfactory system to use –
while going number #2!

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/
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Yes! It's not a joke. We are sincerely asking all women to please spend more time smelling their poo during
bathroom breaks, and to critically examine what many of our gender have to endure as part of the cost of bottom
surgery. It is time for us all to do the work to truly empathize with the sights, sounds, and smells endured by every
member of our large and beautiful gender community – including those with distinct transitioning odors:

The social taboo around frank discussion of smells is already quite strong, but doubly so when it comes to the ones
that can come from MtF neovaginas. If you are a regular on advice and trans subreddits, you know you usually don't
have to wander too far down the feeds before coming across anonymous posts carefully prodding for advice on
neovaginal smells, like this one:

Based on Gram stain the majority of smears revealed a mixed microflora that had some
similarity with bacterial vaginosis (BV) microflora and that contained various amounts of
cocci, polymorphous Gram-negative and Gram-positive rods, often with fusiform and
comma-shaped rods, and sometimes even with spirochetes.

[...] One night I was going to go down on her, so she washed her bits before she came in the
bedroom and she laid on my bed. I was about a few inches from her face when I noticed a
foul smell that I can best describe as stale urine, cheesy, and a bit like feces.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2695466/
https://www.reddit.com/r/asktransgender/comments/igvjqi/srs_transgender_woman_smell/
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But before we get to the cultural impact and science of unique genital scents, read on to learn about the sad story that
sparked a poovolution in a Canadian public school.

I've heard of post op mtf smells, but I've read most people saying that they go away quickly
after transition. Anyway, I backed away because I was so put off by that smell. She kept
asking what's wrong and I finally broke down and told her what's wrong.

She was confused and kept smelling herself saying she didn't smell anything. She said she
just washed it too. It's been a fight between me and her and she's self conscious about it. I
asked if it could be an infection or her hygiene habits, lifestyle, or diet because I know those
things can affect the smell of the vagina.

She told me that's just the way her vagina and all vaginas smell. She told me it didn't smell
like what I described it as and it just smelled like vagina. I tried asking my mother about
what it could be and she couldn't give me any answers because she's not informed on this
topic. I tried asking my gay cousin but she didn't have any answers either.

I was wondering if anyone in here could give me some advice on this? Do transgender
women just have a different smell down there than cis women? Is that just her natural smell?
If so, what can I do to get used to the smell? [...]

https://iqfy.com/common-vaginal-smells-and-their-meaning-explained/
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***

"As I was transitioning, I found it triggering that my cisgender female friends didn't smell like poo," the top of the
fateful note read. It had arrived by way of the Trans Express.

That's what they called it there. The relatively small but respected Canadian school had just set up an anonymous tip
box for LGBTQ folks to alert the faculty to issues faced by their community. It was a lavender wooden box,
decorated with cheery handwriting, plastic flowers, and other colorful accoutrements, discretely placed by the
janitor's closet near the main bathrooms.

Three times a week the woman describing herself as the school's "trans mama bear" ceremoniously poured its
heartrending contents out onto a table in the faculty lounge....

This is a subscription feature. Log in to read the rest.
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Join the conversation 

Editor

It seems many folks are misinterpreting this piece, which is about cis women setting aside a little bit of time each day
to fully engage their senses and reflect on other, less privileged, experiences.

It's never not right to inject a little bit more thoughtfulness and empathy into our daily lives.

Stay sunny 

REPLY

le golem feldup

dedicace au 18- 25 les golems d'argile sélection naturelle sur votre être

REPLY

dennis

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5526#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5524#respond
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YOU THOROUGHLY SICK DEGENERATE FUCKS!

REPLY

I thought this was satire at first, before i looked at the rest of the site.
So lemme ask a question: why are you just asking women to smell shit? Why don’t men need to “get used to
transvaginal odors”? Why is it only women that need to suppress their gag reflex and force themselves to lick a
festering wound? Don’t some transwomen date men?

Lol, just kidding—we know why. Go fuck yourselves.

REPLY

Daisy

Hahahahahahahaha my god, smelling poo so that trans feel accepted i can't HAHAHAHAHAHA!

Because this is a joke, right?

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5518#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5516#respond
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REPLY

Werner P. Lipschitz

Me and my wife's two boyfriends have taken to smelling our poos five times a day in honor of our trans allies!

Yass queen! Fight the patriarchy! #TransLivesMatter #BlackLivesMatter

REPLY

Validator

This needed to be said.

REPLY

Transmans3000

I could only afford half the surgery so I have one giant boob in the middle of my chest and a dong that goes inside
my vag. When people tell me to f*** myself, little so they know I’m already doing it! 

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5514#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5511#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5512#respond
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REPLY

jenny

"what many of our gender have to endure as part of the cost of bottom surgery"
nobody MADE you do that, sis. insane that men put absolutely zero money or time into researching women's
reproductive health (endometriosis, vaginismus, PCOS, bc side effects) yet somehow still believed they could
recreate a woman's reproductive system. and now actual women are supposed to sniff shit to make men feel better?
no way in seven hells.

REPLY

Brooke

Love it! 

REPLY

shari

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5503#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5502#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5508#respond
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I will not smell my poop because some guy had his tally whacker cut off and had a fake vagina made! He is a man,
he will never be a woman! The people of this world have gone insane!

REPLY

Anonymous

That slippery slope was in reality, a sheer drop off a cliff.

REPLY

Anonymous

These comments are extremely transphobic. Some women have a front-hole connected to their colons. It's not a big
deal.

REPLY

luxurycommunism

The whole ass artical is a freaking danger to our democracy, take it down and be ashamed

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5501#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5492#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5487#respond
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REPLY

Anonymous

No, no women have a "front hole" connected to their colon. That's the exclusive property of mentally diseased men
who butcher themselves for sick sexual gratification.

Btw, being disgusted by you filthy freaks isn't a "phobia." It's called "natural and healthy."

REPLY

Jack

Hard pass. You mentally ill degenerates have overstayed your welcome.

REPLY

Anonymous

Nasty. I will not comply.

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5488#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5499#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5486#respond
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REPLY

Anonymous

Thats food for thought.

REPLY

Sneedynne

My boyfriend saw me smelling my own poop and left me. But my hubby doesn't know but worried he will also
leave? How can I get him to understand it's transphobic not to??? I can't let him leave I financially depend on him 

REPLY

A woman

Nah you can fuck right off with this one, it's their fault to use their colon to get a vagina and then feel triggered
because women don't smell like poo? You used your colon, what did you expect? Wild country rose?

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5483#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5476#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5473#respond
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You'll never be a woman so get a grip.

REPLY

Anonymous

Thank you

REPLY

Monty Liar Thomas

Ewwww so basically in the name of inclusion we are supposed to get comfortable with poopwounds and leaving
ourselves susceptible to getting pink eye and hepatitis . An inside out penis attached to a colon is not a
vagina and never will be! Vaginas don’t smell like poop. Vaginas clean themselves die male about it 

REPLY

Beatrix

Some post op transwomen are differently odored downstairs? And this needed a whole ass article?

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5472#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5474#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5470#respond
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NEWSFLASH: Some cis folks also have smelly private parts. I suggest you take a timeout and work on your
allyship.

REPLY

Paul V.

I will never be an "ally", much like you will never be a woman.

REPLY

Crazyassmfs

Transgender people are mentally ill and that fecal smell you're noting is your mutilated genitals necrotizing from
exposure to your own waste.

REPLY

Doctor Dong

The operation types differ, but some of them cut out part of their colon and operate into their new vagina, that way
they dont use skin inside there with hair and dead skin cells collecting up there for decaying smell. There's also

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5465#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5478#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5464#respond
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always the risk of leaving too little meat inside the wound so the walls to the colon is exposed and damaged, so
literal shit escapes trough their neo vagina.

REPLY

Ywn Baw

You will never be a woman tbh.

REPLY

Forealdoe

They need to ban the surgeries. The hormones are more than enough.

REPLY

NoThanks

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5475#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5462#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5454#respond
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This has got to be transphobic satire, an article telling the world that MtF vaginas smell like shit and telling
biological women to go sniff shit. Repulsive.

REPLY

collie

I am trying to work out if this whole website site is satire or not. I honestly can't tell.

REPLY

Paul V.

trans definitely are repulsive

REPLY

Whook

Liberals finally acknowledging this. Gonna be a hard sell.

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5453#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5469#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5477#respond
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REPLY

Anonymous

This reminded me of the /r/NeovaginaDisasters/ subreddit where trans people talk about their neovaginas gone
wrong (eg. https://archive.ph/EnaW4), but I see now it's banned because reddit wants to promote more transitioning.
By hiding this they are directly and knowingly responsible for some portion of the butchery going forward. Gave me
chills knwing they can be so calculatingly evil. A freaking internet app.

REPLY

Anonymous

In the future we'll look back on this butchery for a fantasy cult with horror. At least shit like human sacrifice used to
make a little bit of sense, like sending someone to the rain god pleases it and therefore it follows that the drought
might end.

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5452#respond
https://archive.ph/EnaW4
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5450#respond
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REPLY

https://i.imgur.com/bzQXU1D.jpg
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5449#respond
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Poo's Law

This article won the Poolitzer Prize.

REPLY

yummy for the tummy

I want to go down on a transwoman and munch on a big serving of colonslaw

REPLY

Anonymous

I just ate some beens and let out a big distinct transitioning odor afterwards.

REPLY

Ponzo

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5445#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5448#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5460#respond
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It's called a Sigmoid Colon Vaginoplasty. Watch at your own risk:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1LsPucunHE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMKYSv2ZsjA

REPLY

SquiggyMcPepe

Also the ax wound that is left after the penis and testicles are carved out will produce a smell called malodor. Its
specific to open wounds that have a decay or shit like smell and in the case of male to female transitions is
permanent due to the fake vaginal cavity being an optimal biome for the bacteria responsible.

REPLY

Pp poo poo

Sigmoid colon grindset

REPLY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1LsPucunHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMKYSv2ZsjA
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5443#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5444#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5484#respond
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Anonymous

How about all trans freakshow people do the world a favor and kill themselves. Go burden the dark depths of hell
with this sick untreated mental illness rather than trying to force it on the other 99.999% of the world.

REPLY

Anonymous

REPLY

Anonymous

Damn you for sending me down this rabbit hole!
https://magazine.nursing.jhu.edu/2019/05/wound-care-transgender-women-vaginoplasty/

"Up to 30 percent of transgender women who have undergone a vaginoplasty suffered from some form of infection
related to the procedure"

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5441#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5485#respond
https://magazine.nursing.jhu.edu/2019/05/wound-care-transgender-women-vaginoplasty/
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"After a vaginoplasty, a patient’s wound dressing must be kept in place for no less than five days and cannot be
removed or replaced for that entire time. The wound dressing is a latex condom filled with gauze and a tightly
wrapped gauze “brief”—think of it as a very tight homemade diaper wrapped around the abdomen, buttocks, and
vagina. When patients have a bowel movement, nurses remove the stool and clean it as best they can."

"A transgender woman with an acute vaginal infection after her second vaginoplasty (her first failed due to infection,
among other factors) presented to the emergency department I worked at as a nurse student extern. Over the course
of her assessment, she told me how, in her postoperative state, she independently restricted her intake to prevent
bowel movements. She did not want to soil her dressing, as was the case during her first vaginoplasty. Listening to
her experiences, I was completely in awe of her strength, persistence, and ingenuity"

REPLY

Me, bitch

Wait til that nurse finds out about what natal women go through during pregnancy and childbirth. That must be
second year of nursing school.

REPLY

Anonymous

Braunstein, eh? Every single time.

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5439#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5517#respond
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REPLY

Validator

I'm vibing this so much!

REPLY

URGH!

URGH!

REPLY

Fronthole enjoyer

i love the smell of fronthole in the morning

REPLY

what what?

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5437#respond
https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5438#respond
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this degenerate nonsense has to be satire

REPLY

Normal Person

I demand this be satire

REPLY

Lori banks

Disgusting liberal garbage article

REPLY

Jane

It's not a liberal vs. conservative thing!! Many trans ppl are conservatives, and many who don't agree with the
trans agenda are liberal.

REPLY

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=5434#respond
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rock and hard place

So that's what it is. We've been trying to track down a sewer leak at my work that smells up the place every now and
then. We have two post ops.

How do I alert my boss to this without getting in trouble with HR? If I email it anonymously there could be an
investigation into who sent a "troll" email.

REPLY

TYRONE DAKILLA

Just print this article and leave a copy in the bathrooms. Worst case scenario, if they find out it was you, just say
you were genuinely trying to raise awareness and solidarity.

REPLY

Anonymous

Jazz Jennings Syndrome

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=4962#respond
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REPLY

Add to the conversation

Name

Email

Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.

 Notify me of follow-up comments by email.

SHINE ON!

https://iqfy.com/women-smell-trans-inclusivity/?replytocom=4961#respond
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